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With the rapid economic and technological development, the question of 
risk shifting & assigning has been a key issue among the legal parties. When 
corporation system is chosen as a solution, how to assign the risks among the 
corporation subjects has been of a urgency, the so-called corporation 
governance. The risk assignment is the matter of interests assignment, a 
balance between rights and obligations which the company subjects shall 
undertake, that is to say which structure shall be applied to the corporation 
governance. Directors are in key status in the assignment of benefits due to 
their power of decision-making. Hence the director question is of the core in 
the corporation governance. In the modern enterprise system, the director 
enjoys supreme power and bears indeterminable risks. Power shall be 
exercised confined to a proper range, and the risks shall be transfered and 
assigned too. The fairness and justice of law is embodied that neither do 
directors enjoy the rights without any obligation, or enjoy much rights bearing 
few obligations, nor do they bear too much risks while undertaking due 
obligations. The law must balance the rights and obligations of the directors, 
reasonably transfer and assign the risks as well as. Director's Interests 
Protection System is designed to meet this purpose. This article is consisted of 
foreword, four body chapters , conclusion and the references. 
The foreword mainly introduces the purpose of this article. Chapter one 
expounds the engendering background of the corporation and the inevitability 
and necessity of the directors exercising the power of management. Chapter 
two discusses the legal principle basis, precondition and justness of the 
directors’ interests protection. Chapter three expounds Director Interests 















Interests Protection System in China and puts forward the improving measures. 
The conclusion echos preceding discussion about the risk shifting and 
assigning, and it points out that the introduction of the system is quite 
necessary and legislators must have the perspective and international modern 
thinking for this issue. 
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① 转引自：陈现杰.公司人格否认法理述评[J].外国法译评,1996.(3)：79-92. 
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